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With over 10,000 copies sold this reserve has changed just how girls and women alike are getting ready in the morning.
This book provides an impressive selection of beautiful and versatile looks that are appropriate for formal occasions and
useful for everyday use.com. From braids, knots and buns to loose curls, guidelines on product, how to eliminate split
ends and grow out short hair, this publication is a must have. Not only is The Ultimate Hairstyle Handbook perfect to
keep in your bathrooms on those low motivation days nonetheless it makes for a fabulous gift. This is the second edition.
Abby provides it covered. Still struggling with a particular style? You will see a password before the picture index that
may allow you to watch video tutorials from Abby herself at twistmepretty. With over 400 photos you will see detailed
step-by-stage tutorials on how best to achieve over 40 current appears. You or your loved one is just going to love it!
Can any various other hairstyle book do that? These are everyday hair styles for the everyday young lady- there’s
something in here for everyone. All reviews from the initial edition have already been addressed which new book is of
higher quality. There are numerous tutorials where long hair is needed, but there are also many styles that work with
short and medium size hair. Happy hairstyling!
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Beautiful hairstyles; very hard if you're a beginner The hairstyles are great, do not get me wrong. There's a good
mixture of "trendy" and "wear-to-work. and b) this Just has hairstyles for lengthy hair." But I feel the necessity to warn
buyers that a) this is NOT a book for beginners; If you are like me and can't french braid your own hair or have longish
medium-length hair, don't waste the money. Maybe I'm just uniquely ineffective at hairstyling, but that is why I bought
a book! You'll do better utilizing a YouTube video or Pinterest The photos and instructions have become basic. I have
tried several of the "easier" styles on myself (bohemian, braid-bun) with zero achievement. Though I was still left with a
sense of wishing I'd possess give to the library for this instead of purchased it. If a hair isn't six ins past your shoulders
or you're just starting to experiment with your locks and struggling, this is only going to confound you. Not the worst
type of, not the best. I actually had a braiding hairstyle book when I was in Jr High back in '90, '91 and it had far better
instructional writing and pictures to set off of.I do like the option of going to videos, but sometimes I am struggling to
watch the videos for noise cause and it's not that simple to braid with ear buds in.We also desire you could enlarge the
images. They seem so tiny to me to see detail.Though, the progression was good, starting with "the essential", then
functioning up and using previous techniques to create the next look.To me it seemed more of a newbie to intermediate
book. But I love to collect new ideas, that i did get at least two new suggestions from this one.Should you have long hair
and already have average hairstyling skill, you won't go wrong. Her website helps a bit with this. obtain The Braiding
Handbook instead Had envisioned more types of classic braids, not braids, variations and a bunch of twists and buns.
Disappointing, thin, pamphlet-like book, few styles for the purchase price. I also appreciated the mix of informal and
dressy looks. Five Stars Great step-by-step instructions. Not suggested at all. The photos are close-ups so it's hard to
determine where the model is certainly positioning her hands, and because a lot of them are in dark and white it can be
difficult to figure out the precise instructions (the picture quality could possibly be better). You would do better utilizing
a YouTube video or Pinterest.Also, mine includes a random story in regards to a pet pig in the middle...? Very weird.
Returning it. The book did meet all those expectations! I am slightly inept with regards to my hair. I've a whole lot of
hair, however, not a lot of skill. Therefore, the step-by-step procedure seems in locations to become abbreviated.). Not
really worth the money. For all those with some exisiting hair skills.A reward I did not be expectant of: the books does
include an access code for Abby's site tutorials. I love the addition of the importance of hair care and maintenance in
addition to styling. I also LOVED that ALL the images are color images. Although I love my very own (and others') dark
locks, I think it's an enormous positive that she's light hair to model; it's a little easier to note the depth/details/layers
in images of light locks. And overall, the size of the book is good. Large enough to allow good image size, however, not
oversized and unwieldy. The braiding techniques are basic to advanced. Apart from a few images of children, the author
appears to be the hair model for every design.However, I did have to deduct a star for two (type of three) reasons.1.) The
"Mane Cause" (my half-hearted apologies for the pun... She presumes you already both understand how to execute a few
braids and (more importantly, to me) understand how to do them by yourself head (I can French braid a friend's straight
locks;) that I deducted the star was that simply did not "start at the building blocks" of every style.2.) I desire this came
with spiral binding. She is such as a princess with long hair to her butt My niece loves this book Two Stars Cute styles
but hard to perform Two Stars Few styles for shorter hair Great, easy hairstyles Great, easy hairstyles. Very few styles,
not really worth the money; Is it possible to French Braid your hair without cursing it? nevertheless French braiding my
own curly/wavy mess is method challenging).) Don't assume all step is shown in every style. This relates to the above,
but I experienced it worth mentioning individually. Designs are proven One Style to a web page/One Web page to a
method. I was excited to try this book as (unlike many of the books I considered) most of the styles are contemporary
and feminine, & most seem adaptable to curly/wavy hair (thanks, Abby! Perhaps that is a moment to speak to the
publisher: put in a few more pages if required.3. I believe there must have been some space devoted especially to those
skills. Very Helpful We gave this four superstars because it was beneficial to me. I also felt the hair care ideas included
in the entrance of the book; If yes, buy this book. I would have liked A great deal of tips on working with your own hair if
it is hard to discover what you're performing!I would suggest this to a person with a basic group of hair styling skills. So
if you don't possess the patience or time to learn more advanced braiding, this publication might not be what you're
looking for. I had high expectations for this book but it was a complete disappointed. True clueless women (like me!) will



see it more challenging. If that's you, ask yourself how much effort you are prepared to commit. If you're prepared to
apply yourself, purchase it but realize you'll need to few it with some help (from a friend or online). This reserve wont
consider you from zero. That would make it more user-friendly while styling. Newbies might experience a little
frustration unless you already know the fundamentals to braiding, rolling, and weaving hair. A few of the dos you really
need more hair for. Having said that, here's what I acquired from the book.Styles are, unsurprisingly, aimed toward long
or medium-to-long hair. If no, you may want to expert than first. For people who have been playing beauty store almost
all their lives, you'll find out easier, quicker methods for getting the hairstyles you like and want to use. Don't bother
Not what I expected, generally there are very few hairstyles 2 try. Nothing 2 unique or over the top. I think this is for
"advanced beginners" and up. Want I hadn't spent the $, u could learn more on Pinterest. Pretty easy to check out
Pretty easy to follow. Also, if you don't have long to very long hair, some of these styles may not work for you. We've
been able to create many of them from the pictures, a couple have been confusing, and not turned out as we wished.
Five Stars Great gift for transitioning into teen. Gift Purchase She liked it. The Braiding Handbook is thicker, cheaper,
provides more designs than this. Although this could very well do with my incompetence and my daughters spazzy locks.
As it was, I was lost over and over. As a mom of little ones, it's nice to be able to quickly perform my hair without simply
throwing it in a messy bun. Five Stars Great publication, easy instructions!
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